PIG Product Line Card
Absorbent Mats
PIG Mat is the #1 brand worldwide for leaks, drips and spills — absorbs anything, works everywhere.

PIG Universal Mat

PIG Grippy Absorbent Mat

Supertough PIG Mat lasts 2X longer than
ordinary mats for fewer changeouts.

Prevent slips, trips and falls around
workstations and walkways near
machinery in industrial workplaces.

PIG White Oil-Only Mat

PIG Grippy Floor Mat

 bsorbs only oil and fuel, never water.
A
It’s the most cost-effective choice when
you only need to absorb oil.

Prevent slips, trips and falls in hightraffic areas with our adhesive-backed
commercial floor mat.

PIG Brown Oil-Only Mat

Pig Blue Mat

 bsorbs only oil and fuel, never water.
A
Brown color looks cleaner, longer.

Our most absorbent mat easily handles
high-volume leaks and spills.

PIG HazMat Mat

PIG 4 in 1 Mat

Specially treated for absorbing even
high concentrations of acids, bases
and unknown liquids.

Handle your liquid messes with our
most versatile mat — use it as a pad,
roll, sock or wiper!

PIG Elephant Mat

PIG Chat Mat

Zigzag-stitched Elephant Mat delivers
absorbency plus walk-on durability.

Keep floors dry and deliver a message
that can’t be ignored.

PIG Fat Mat

PIG High-Visibility Mat

Double-thick pads and rolls absorb
more and last longer.

Alert workers to slip hazards while
cleaning up leaks.

PIG Ham-O Mat

PIG Barrel Top Mat

Keep it down ‘til it’s soaked. The grimehiding top always looks clean!

Keep drum tops clean with a mat that’s
shaped to fit.

Socks, Pillows & More
Need more than a mat? These products help you control leaks and spills of all sizes.

PIG Socks

PIG Loose

Stop leaks and spills from spreading
with the widest selection of tough,
economical socks you can find.

P IG Loose Absorbents are cleaner,
safer and more efficient than clay.

PIG Pillows

PIG Booms

High-capacity pillows deliver the
absorbency you need when the situation
calls for more than a mat.

Booms repel water and shrug off UV
rays to absorb and contain oil spills
both indoors and out.

PIG Skimmers

PIG Absorbent Drip Pan

Keep sumps, tanks and bilges oil-free
with easy-to-retrieve skimmers.

Low-profile pan traps leaks from drum
faucets, spigots and flanges.

Wipers & Rags

Spill Control

Choose from top-quality wipers and rags for jobs from rough scrubbing to
fine dusting.

New Pig has the toughest, tightest-sealing products to keep contaminants
out of drains.

Light- to Ultra-Duty Wipers
For everything ranging from high-volume
use-and-toss jobs to rough cleaning tasks
where all-day durability counts.

Specialty Wipers
These wipers do what others can’t —
excel at high-demand tasks like working
with serious solvents or precision optics.

Shop Rags & Towels
Screened and double scanned to be
the highest-quality rags anywhere. No
undersized pieces or metal content.

PIG DrainBlocker
Drain Covers
Protect drains and avoid fines with
the world’s toughest, best-sealing
drain covers.

PIG Spill
Containment Dikes
Just lay them down and pick them
up — our tight-sealing dikes confine
spills up to 6" deep.

PIG Spill
Containment Berms
For more permanent protection,
surround machinery or drum storage
areas with a PIG Build-A-Berm Barrier.

Premoistened Wipers

Containment Booms

Saturated wipers are great for jobs
ranging from waterless cleaning to
acid neutralization.

Be prepared for waterborne spills with
these nonabsorbent booms to contain
oil and debris.

Order today! Contact your Authorized
PIG Distributor for more information.

Spill Kits
Only PIG Spill Kits contain field-proven PIG Absorbents — the world’s #1 brand.

PIG Spill Kits in Overpack
Salvage Drums

PIG Spill Kits in Bags

Strong enough to be UN Rated for
shipping spill cleanup waste.

Spill response essentials are packed
in compact bags that store
nearly anywhere.

PIG Spill Kits in
Mobile Containers

PIG Spill Kits in Cabinets

These lightweight container kits
packed with absorbents roll right to
the site of spills.

PIG Truck Spill Kits
This line of kits with a truck-first
design are ultra durable and filled with
road-ready supplies.

This cabinet ships assembled and is
ready to be your spill response center.

PIG Spill Kits in Chests
Absorb up to 143 gallons with our
largest spill kit.

Patch, Repair & Maintenance
Keep your facility in good repair from floor to ceiling with top-quality solutions.

PIG Leak Diverters
High-quality diverters catch and
control overhead leaks until you can
make repairs.

PIG Epoxy Putty, Patch
& Repair
Fix punctured drums, fractured pipes,
eroded concrete and more with quality
patching products.

Stormwater Management
Take control of stormwater
pollution problems with drain inserts,
filters and more.

Oil-Water Separators
Keep your outflows clean with oil/
water separators for help meeting
SPCC Regs.

Recycling &
Waste Minimization
Minimize waste streams and costs
with our compactors, recyclers
and crushers.

Smoking Receptacles
Collect cigarette butts in clean,
convenient receptacles, not on your
sidewalks or landscaping.

Vacuums &
Cleaning Supplies
Handle spills and make messes
disappear with squeegees, wet vacs
and other cleaning products.

Remediation &
Cleaning Chemicals
Powerful cleaners help you with
everything from soil remediation to
cleaning up grimy floors.

Order today! Contact your Authorized
PIG Distributor for more information.

Storage & Material Handling
From award-winning PIG Burpless Drum Funnels to the UN Rated drums they mount on, your facility’s covered.

Oil Drain Pans &
Dispensing Containers

PIG Latching Drum Lids
No nuts, no bolts, no fuss! Latching Lids
open and close with one hand for easy haz
waste compliance.

Make vehicle and equipment oil changes
hassle-free with reliable products.

Drum Trucks, Dollies
& Racks

PIG Drum Funnels
Pour quickly and safely with this
collection of funnels, featuring a
Burpless design for splash-free jobs
every time.

From dollies and nonsparking trucks to
space-saving racks, you’ll have what you
need to handle and store your drums.

Safety Cabinets

Drums, Overpacks & IBCs

When you store flammables at
your facility, you can’t beat the
features and quality of PIG Flammable
Safety Cabinets.

Empty drums, overpacks and IBCs have
the certifications and compatibilities to
fit your storage and shipping needs.

Spill Containment
Keep your drums, IBCs and tanks on lockdown with products that are tested and proven to handle the toughest conditions.

PIG Spill Containment Pallets
Heavy drums are no problem for the
strongest pallets you can buy.
Guaranteed.

PIG Drum Roll Tops &
Covered Spill Pallets
These best-selling covered pallets
provide easy access and weathertight security.

PIG Spill Containment Decks

PIG IBC Roll Tops

Tested and proven to be the strongest
drip decks on the market. PIG won’t
bow or buckle.

Provide protected storage and
liquid containment that meets EPA
standards with IBC Roll Tops.

PIG IBC Containment Units

PIG Collapsible
Spill Containment

Keep your totes safe and compliant on
the strongest, most durable IBC pallets
you can buy.

PIG Tank Containment
Provide liquid containment for load
lines, oil tanks, single drums and
other applications.

Patent-pending designs offer drive-in
containment with capacities up to
17,000 gallons.

PIG Spill Trays
A wide range of containment trays hold
oily parts and leaky containers.
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Order today! Contact your Authorized
PIG Distributor for more information.

